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SOLID WOOD 
FLOORING
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ABOUT US:
Our company supplies REAL DECK brand wooden decking, REAL FLOOR brand solid wood flooring, REAL 
FACADE brand façade profiles, engineered flooring, tropical rough sawed lumber and floor decking plywood 
from our products as well as from reliable producers/partners in South America, Malaysia, Indonesia, Myanmar, 
Canada and Russia to our clients in Europe and Asia. 

REALFLOOR floors include solid wood floors from fine exotic woods to coniferous woods. Floors made of Teak, 
Merbau, Palisander, but also Oak, Ash, Larch, Pine and Spruce are floors that have been used for generations 
thanks to their solid construction. Bevelled edges on the longitudinal sides or all sides ensure that each plank 
is more prominent in the floor‘s overall appearance. This makes each solid piece stand out more impressively. 
On the other hand, solid wood floors that have bevelled edges, such as our REALFLOOR floors made of spruce, 
pine and larch, appear as a single unit. Keep in mind that you are choosing solid wood flooring, and solid wood 
has a large range of colours, from light brownish-yellow shades to dark reddish-brown. It‘s this play of colours 
that makes solid wood floors look lifelike.

In the case of solid wood, it is important to consider the sapwood, which is light in colour and recognisable 
from the core wood. The knots are an expression of the authenticity of solid wood. Please also note that, despi-
te careful selection, grading may deviate by up to 5% from the next higher or next lower grade. REALFLOOR 
floor coverings are usually supplied without a finish. The authenticity and beauty of solid wood can be enhan-
ced with an OSMO finish. Whether unpainted or pigmented, you get real wood with a natural finish based on 
naturally grown raw materials.

Pine 15 mm + OSMO 
Hardwax Oil STONE
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Teak
{Tectona grandis)

Origin 
Teak originates from lndonesia, Burma and grows in India, Thailand. 
lt has also spread in part to Malaysia, Borneo, the Philippines, tropical 
Africa, and Central America. 

Description 
The Teak has a medium and dark colour, and thanks to that, it can 
mask possible impurities. 
lt dries slowly and has good stability in use. Teak has medium flexu-
ra I strength, low stiffness and impact toughness, high compressive 
strength, and is moderately suitable for bending. 
Teak is an exceptional wood, and thanks to its structure, high content 
of natural oils and silicic acid, it is very dimensionally stable and unu-
sually durable, especially in the wet environment. 
Therefore, a large a mou nt of moisture is not a problem for this 
species. Teak wood is also highly resistant to weather conditions and 
tolerates the alternation of dry and humid environments. 
Teak flooring is a good choice for everyone who prefers durable exo-
tic wood. 
So if you are demanding high quality and beauty, this is the right 
choice. 

Benefits of Teak floor 

• Thanks to its darker colour rit can mask possible impurities or 
damages.

• lt dries slowly and has good stability in use. Teak is highly tough 
and hardwood. 

• lt is dimensionally stable. 
• lt is highly waterproof. 
• lt is easily durable. 
• Teak is one of the best types of flooring.

Destiny: 610-690 kg/m3

Specification

The floor panels are intended for 
laying by full-area glueing. 
We recommend using KIESEL 
BAKIT PU-P polyurethane glue 
for full-surface glueing, which 
ensures that even a highly oily 
wood li ke Teak does not peel 
offthe substrate during use and 
its tackiness is not impaired.
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TEAK 15 x 90 mm
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 TEAK 15 x 90 mm
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Merbau
(Intsia Bijuga)

Origin 
Merbau occurs in Southeast Asia, especially lndonesia 
and Malaysia, in areas near the coast and at higher altitu-
des up to 400 m above sea level. 

Description 
Heartwood is brown-grey to dark red-brown with va-
ri-ous tints. The colour differences between individua! 
boards are natural and common and form a very attracti-
ve appearance for demanding interiors. 
The wood is brownish-grey to dark reddish-brown with 
various shades. The colour differences between the indi-
vidua I boards are natural and usual and create a beauti-
ful look for demanding interiors. 
This wooďs characteristics are made of subtle yellow, 
golden veins on longitudinal sections with yellow-brown 
content (oily resins). The annual rings of this type of 
wood are not noticeable. 
This wood has an al most uniform texture without de-
fects and sapwood. 
Thanks to its unique properties and excellent stability, it 
is one of the worlďs best species. Merbau is robust, very 
hard, durable and has a long life due to its high density 
and its substances. lt is resistant to fungi, insects and 
weather conditions. Like solid wood flooring, Merbau is a 
very decorative wood with many colour tones. Merbau is 
wood with a very low degree of drying. 
Merbau resembles teak wood in properties, but it is 
much harder. lt resembles Palisander in hardness. 
So if you like symmetry and beauty like Merbau, we 

recommend it to you. 

Benefits of Merbau decking 
• It has excellent stability and highly durable proper-

ties. 
• It has a long life due to its high density and its sub-

stances.  
• Merbau does not catch fire easily. 
• Merbau is a very decorative wood with many colour 

tones. 
• It has a uniform texture without defects and sap-

wood. 
• It is one ofthe worlďs best species due to its unique 

properties.

Destiny: 900-1100 kg/m3 

Surface treatment

For the surface treatment of merbau wood we 
recom mend two very thin coats of OSMO clear 
wax No. 1107. 
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Palisander
(Dalbergia)

Origin 
Palisander (rosewood) originates from Srazil, Honduras, 
Jamaica, Africa, and India. lt can grow up to 38 meters 
high. 

Description 
Palisander heartwood is a direct descendent of the Rose-
wood hardwood ranges with a medium orange to a dar-
ker reddish-brown, sometimes with darker black streaks. 
Yellow sapwood is demarcated from heartwood.  
Colour tends to darken with age, though it tends to 
maintain its colour better than other colourful exotic 
woods.  
lt has very distinctive grains and dark brown wavy, stra-
ight li nes that will subtly darken with age. Palisander is 
one of the most durable and hardest woods among flo-
oring. Palisander reduces scratches and other damages.
 
lf you are looking for a similar wood in hardness as 
Merbau, but you want a darker colour and interesting 

structure, this is a great choice. 

Benefits of Palisander 
flooring 
• The colour is darker du ring the time. 
• lt has wavy with a fine, straight texture. lt reduces 

scratches and other damages. lt has very distinctive 
grains

• lt is very hard flooring. 

Destiny: 850-900 kg/m3

Surface treatment

We recommend surface treatment for interior Palisander 
floors by means of 2 really thin coats of OSMO clear wax 
No. 7707: lt is necessary to wait for a few days between 
the first and the second coat. Palisander accepts the oil 
coat very slowly and the coat drying time is therefore 
longer. Between the first and second coating the floor 
has to fully padded by a red pad. 
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Palisander 15x90 mm
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Oak
(Quercus s.p.p.)           
is the generic name for deciduous and evergreen trees from the beech family.

Origin 
The entire genus comprises 400-600 kinds occurring mainly in the tem-
perate to the subtropical zone of the northern hemisphere. Most wide-
spread are in the North. 
ln America and East Asia, fewer species come from Europe. Some species 
are found in tropical areas of Asia and South America. Harci oak wood 
has been used for centuries to manufacture beams, floors and furniture. 

Growth 
European oak grows to a height of l8-30m with a dia meter of 7.2-7.Sm.

Description 
Oak improves with age like a good red wine. lf you were to look at some 
200-year-old reclaimed Oak, you would not doubt this. Even within a 
couple of years, the colour will get richer, a nd if you look after you r floor, 
it will just get better and better. Beca use of its popularity and abundan-
ce, Oak has been made available in an astonishing array of styles, grades 
and dimensions, giving the consumer the opportunity to al most certain-
ly find the look they are after. 
Above all other woods, Oak takes very well to staining and colouring, the-
refore, adding to the already vast choice available. lt is available in shades 
from li med white to natural colour to very dark, and from a contempora-
ry clean-cut look to an old antique appearance. 
Oak is remarkably resistant to fungal and insect attacks. What this me-
ans for you is less money spent on repairs and damage to your floors. 
Oak flooring is easy to maintain compared to carpets. A simple brush, li-
ght vacuuming and regular refreshment with a suitable floor cleaner will 
keep your oak floor on top for many years to come. There is also a lower 
risk of allergies, as wood floors are more hygienic than carpets. 
Oak flooring is popular with underfloor heating, which these days is con-
sidered by far the most efficient way to heat your home. The soft, consi-
stent heat of underfloor heating will complement the oak flooring and 

add to its already warm character.

Specifications 
• The colour is darker during the time. 
• lt has wavy with a fine, straight texture. lt reduces scratches and 

other damages. lt has very distinctive grains
• lt is very hard flooring. 

Origin: Czech Republic  
Product ecological certification: FSC  
Density: 780 kg/m3 

Floor strips  
OAK floor strip veneer natural 7 x 
35mm length 2.4m  
(middle layer from pine), unfinished

Solid OAK floor strip 18 x 
50mm length 2m, unfinished 

Solid OAK floor strip  
7 x 35mm length matching l-2m, 
unfinished
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Oak floor 20 x 160mm OSMO surface 
treatment Hardwax oil No. 3032
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Dimensions, mm
         

Package content

15 x 120 x 500 / 600 / 700 / 800 / 900 4 left & 4 right pieces

20 x 120 x 500 / 600 / 700 / 800 / 900 2 left & 2 right pieces

Dimensions, mm
         

Package content

15 x 120 x 500 / 600 / 700 / 800 / 900 4 left & 4 right pieces

20 x 120 x 500 / 600 / 700 / 800 / 900 2 left & 2 right pieces

Dimensions, mm
         

Package content

15 x 120 x 500 / 600 / 700 / 800 / 900 4 left & 4 right pieces

20 x 120 x 500 / 600 / 700 / 800 / 900 2 left & 2 right pieces

Dimensions, mm
         

Package content

15 x 120 x 500 / 600 / 700 / 800 / 900 4 left & 4 right pieces

20 x 120 x 500 / 600 / 700 / 800 / 900 2 left & 2 right pieces

Elegance
In principle knot-free and sapwood-free, small point knots allowed.

Nature
In principle sapwood-free, knots allowed.

Rustic
With knots and approx. 15 - 20% sapwood content.

Marcant
Possible with larger knots and sapwood content.

On enquiry Products adhere to the highest standards, produced according to DIN EN 13629, surfaces filled and sanded,
tongue and groove, micro bevels, right and left strips mixed in the package.

HERRINGBONE
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Elegance
In principle knot-free and sapwood-free, small point knots allowed. 

Dimensions, mm  Lengths (mm) Package contents sqm

15 x 120 400-1800 2.112

15 x 130 400-1800 2.288

15 x 140 400-1800 2.464

15 x 150 400-1800 2.640

20 x 120 500 - 2000 1.200

20 x 140 500 - 2000 1.400

20 x 160 500 - 2000 1.600

20 x 180 500 - 2000 1.800

20 x 200 500 - 2000 2.000
                                       

Nature
In principle sapwood-free, knots allowed.

Dimensions, mm  Lengths (mm) Package contents sqm

15 x 120 400 - 1800 2,112 m²

15 x 130 400 - 1800 2,288 m²

15 x 140 400 - 1800 2,464 m²

15 x 150 400 - 1800 2,640 m²

15 x 130 1900 - 2000 8 Stück

15 x 140 1900 - 2000 8 Stück

15 x 150 1900 - 2000 8 Stück

20 x 120 500 - 2000 5 Stück

20 x 140 500 - 2000 1,400 m²

20 x 160 500 - 2000 1,600 m²

20 x 180 500 - 2000 1,800 m²

20 x 200 500 - 2000 2,000 m²

20 x 140 2100 - 2500 5 Stück

20 x 160  2100 - 2500 5 Stück

20 x 180 2100 - 2500 5 Stück

20 x 200 2100 - 2500 5 Stück

SOLID OAK PLANKS
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Marcant
Possible with larger knots and sapwood content.

Dimensions, mm  Lengths (mm) Package contents sqm

15 x 120 400 - 1800 2,112 m²

15 x 130 400 - 1800 2,288 m²

15 x 140 400 - 1800 2,464 m²

15 x 150 400 - 1800 2,640 m²

15 x 130 1900 - 2000 8 Stück

15 x 140 1900 - 2000 8 Stück

15 x 150 1900 - 2000 8 Stück

20 x 120 500 - 2000 5 Stück

20 x 140 500 - 2000 1,400 m²

20 x 160 500 - 2000 1,600 m²

20 x 180 500 - 2000 1,800 m²

20 x 200 500 - 2000 2,000 m²

20 x 140 2100 - 2500 5 Stück

20 x 160  2100 - 2500 5 Stück

20 x 180 2100 - 2500 5 Stück

20 x 200 2100 - 2500 5 Stück

Rustic
With knots and approx. 15-20% sapwood.

Dimensions, mm  Lengths (mm) Package contents sqm

15 x 120 400 - 1800 2,112 m²

15 x 130 400 - 1800 2,288 m²

15 x 140 400 - 1800 2,464 m²

15 x 150 400 - 1800 2,640 m²

15 x 130 1900 - 2000 8 Stück

15 x 140 1900 - 2000 8 Stück

15 x 150 1900 - 2000 8 Stück

20 x 120 500 - 2000 5 Stück

20 x 140 500 - 2000 1,400 m²

20 x 160 500 - 2000 1,600 m²

20 x 180 500 - 2000 1,800 m²

20 x 200 500 - 2000 2,000 m²

20 x 140 2100 - 2500 5 Stück

20 x 160  2100 - 2500 5 Stück

20 x 180 2100 - 2500 5 Stück

20 x 200 2100 - 2500 5 Stück
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Light smoked
Nature: In principle sapwood-free, knots allowed.
Marcant: In principle sapwood-free with larger knots.

Deep smoked
Nature: In principle sapwood-free, knots allowed.
Marcant: In principle sapwood-free with larger knots.

Grade Dimensions, mm  Lengths (mm) Package con-
tents sqm

Nature 15 x 130 400 - 1800 2,288

Nature 20 x 140 500 - 2000 1,400

Nature 20 x 160 500 - 2000 1,600

Nature 20 x 180 500 - 2000 1,800

Nature 20 x 200 500 - 2000 2,000

Marcant 15 x 130 400 - 1800 2,288

Marcant 20 x 140 500 - 2000 1,400

Marcant 20 x 160 500 - 2000 1,600

Marcant 20 x 180 500 - 2000 1,800

Marcant 20 x 200 500 - 2000 2,000
                                       

Grade Dimensions, mm  Lengths (mm) Package contents sqm

Nature 15 x 130 400 - 1800 2,288
Nature 20 x 140 500 - 2000 1,400
Nature 20 x 160 500 - 2000 1,700
Marcant 15 x 130 400 - 1800 1,800
Marcant 20 x 140 500 - 2000 2,000
Marcant 20 x 160 500 - 2000 2,288
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Solid oak floor OAK 20 x 160mm,  
surface treatment OSMO oil stain No. 3514 Craphite, finishing 
OSMO hardwax oil matt No.3062.

Surface treatment
Surface treatment of the oak wood can be very diverse. lf you prefer 
a colour-free surface treatment we recommend using OSMO hard-
wax oil silky semi-mat No. 3032, matt No.3062 or gloss No. 3017. lf your 
desire is a colourful rendition of your floor we recommended to apply 
a primer from the range of OSMO products  in series OSMO transpa-
rent decorative wax, OSMO oil stain, or OSMO hardwax oil with colour, 
and after drying apply the traditional OSMO colour free hardwax oil No. 
3032 silky sem i-mat or No. 3062 matt. The surface does not require de-
manding maintenance, it is simply renewable by means of the main-
tenance products OSMO COLOR. Detailed information about OSMO 
COLO R coatings can be found at www.osmocolor.euor ask your regio-
nal sellers of branded wood coatings OSMO COLOR.  
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Oil

Article no. R0001* Article no. R0005*

Article no. R0003*Article no. R0002*

Natural NEUTRAL (3-times)

White 22%White 5%

Article Colour Contents / package, L Consumption / spreading

Masters oil Nature 1,0 L approx. 10-12 m² for natural surfaces /
approx. 40 m² for initial care

Masters oil White 1,0 L approx. 10-12 m² for natural surfaces /
approx. 40 m² for initial care

Natural Soap Nature 1,0 L approx. 320-400 m²

Natural Soap White 1,0 L approx. 320-400 m²
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Article no. R0414 Article no. R0417

Article no. R0418Article no. R0415

Vanilla Champagne

Grey BrownSmoked Oak

End-oil

Article no. R0416 Article no. R0412 Article no. R0413

Natural White 5% White 22%

On enquiry
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Oak - parquets
Oak parquet gluing
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Dimensions, mm
         

Package content, sqm

16 x 70 x 300 / 400 / 500 0,84 / 1,12 / 1,40

22 x 70 x 300 / 400 / 500 0,84 / 1,12 / 1,40

Dimensions, mm
         

Package content, sqm

16 x 70 x 300 / 400 / 500 0,84 / 1,12 / 1,40

22 x 70 x 300 / 400 / 500 0,84 / 1,12 / 1,40

Dimensions, mm
         

Package content, sqm

16 x 70 x 300 / 400 / 500 0,84 / 1,12 / 1,40

22 x 70 x 300 / 400 / 500 0,84 / 1,12 / 1,40

Oak Select
In principle knot-free and sapwood-free, occasionally only small point 
knots.

Oak Nature
In principle, sapwood-free, occasionally small point knots.

Oak Rustic
With knots and approx. 20% sapwood.

Please note: special dimensions
of parquet, as well as bevelled
parquet with surface finishing

possible on request.

Our strip parquet is also available 
inthe following sizes on request:

16 x 60 x 300 / 400 / 500 mm
22 x 60 x 300 / 400 / 500 mm

SOLID OAK PARQUET
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MOSAIC PARQUET 

Dimensions, mm
         

Pattern Package content, 
sqm

8 x 23 x 160 Cube Association 4,920

8 x 23 x 160 Parallel Association 4,920

8 x 23 x 160 English Association 4,920

Dimensions, mm
         

Pattern Package content, 
sqm

8 x 23 x 160 Cube Association 4,920

8 x 23 x 160 Parallel Association 4,920

8 x 23 x 160 English Association 4,920

Dimensions, mm
         

Pattern Package content, 
sqm

8 x 23 x 160 Cube Association 4,100

8 x 23 x 160 Parallel Association 4,100

8 x 23 x 160 English Association 3,000

Oak Nature
Calm sorting with healthy knots </ = 2 mm and black knots </ = 1 mm.

Oak Striped
Lively grading with healthy sapwood, healthy knots </ = 2 mm and black knots 

</ = 1 mm.

Oak Rustic
Expressive sorting with healthy knots </ = 10 mm and black knots </ = 8 mm.
Natural color differences are allowed.

English Association Parallel Association Cube Association

Natural color differences are allowed. In principle, the goods are free from sapwood, cracks and 
ingrown bark. Products adhere to the highest standards, produced according to DIN EN 13488.
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Processing 
4x tongue-groove connection, 4x beveled on longitudinal and transverse sides. 
For the whole floor gluing we recommend to use  
a polyurethane adhesive KIESEL BAKIT PU-P.
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Industrial oak
Healthy knots and black knots allowed.

Dimensions, mm
         

Package content. sqm

10 x 10 x 160 2,048

15 x 10 x 160 1,025

22,8 x 8 x 160 1,024

23 x 10 x 250 0,780

Laying pattern of
industrial parquet

On enquiry Products adhere to the highest standards, produced according to DIN EN 13629, surfaces filled and sanded,
tongue and groove, micro bevels, right and left strips mixed in the package.
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Tips and recommendations for parquet
 installation and maintenance:

1. Ali parquet should be stored and kept in a closed, dry space.

2. Parquet should not be stored directly on a cement floor or exposed to the 
sun.

3. The recommended temperatures for storing parquet products are 
between 18-20C (not in spaces too hot or too cold and never in outdoor spaces).

4. The moisture in the parquet is between 7-11%.

5. Before and after installing parquet, relative indoor humidity should be 
between 50-60% (in wintertime, air must be moistened because of heating and 
dried in the summertime with an air conditioner).

6. Ali painting work must be done and the walls completely dried.

7. Do not open parquet packages until you are completely ready to begin 
installing. Open and install parquet package by package.

8. lf the thickness of the finishing glaze of the cement is up to 4 cm maxi-
mum, the sub-flooring moisture should not be more than 2%. lt is recommen-
ded to use an appropriate adhesive for those conditions.

9. Leave installed and un-sanded parquet for 5-10 days to 
„accommodate“ and adjust to space, and then begin with the finishing tre-
atments: sanding, smoothing and polishing.

10. Maintain the floor with a dry or moistened cloth and with the appropriate 
cleaning fluids.

11. Be careful of potential physical damages (legs of tables and chairs, small 
rocks or pebbles ... ).

12. Parquet should not be exposed directly to sunlight.
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SOLID PLANK HARDWOOD

ASH European
Elegance: In principle knot-free and without brown core.
Rustic: With brown core and knots.

Grade Dimensions, mm  Lengths (mm) Package contents sqm

Elegance 15 x 140 400 - 1800 2,464

Elegance 20 x 140 500 - 2000 1,400

Rustic 15 x 140 400 - 1800 2,464

Rustic 20 x 140 500 - 2000 1,400

                                              

INDUSTRIAL ASH

Dimensions, mm
         

Pattern Package content, 
sqm

8 x 23 x 160 English Association 3,072

22,8 x 8 x 160 1,024

Industrial Ash
Expressive sorting with healthy knots </ = 10 mm and black knots </ = 8 mm.
Brown core and natural color differences are allowed.
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Surface treatment

We recommend surface treatment for interior 
larch floors by means of 2 thin coats of OSMO 
hardwax oil N. 3032. Our usual OSMO hardwax oil 
No. 3032 intensifies the grain of wood and stren-
gth of wood by creating the so-called wet effect. 
A different surface can be achieved by using the 
new hardwax oil Natural No. 3041 which works 
exactly against this effect. White, almost invisible 
pigment will cause that the wood remains bright 
as an unworked freshly laid wood. At the same 
time it protects the natural oils and waxes of the 
wood from dirt and abrasion. The floor is then fee-
ling very naturally and immediately after drying is 
entirely non-toxic.
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Solid Siberian larch floor 15 x 135mm, 
surface treatment Osmo hardwax oil .

Siberian larch 15 x 135mm
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Grade Dimensions, mm  Lengths (mm) Package contents, 
pieces

A 20 x 134 1750 - 2950 4 Pieces

Grade Dimensions, mm  Lengths (mm) Package contents, 
pieces

A/B 20 x 134 1750 - 2950 4 Pieces

A/B long plank 20 x 134 3000 - 6000 4 Pieces

A/B 26 x 180 1750 - 2950 3 Pieces

A/B long plank 26 x 180 3000 - 6000 2 Pieces

Siberian Larch A
System length 1750-2950 mm, (1 layer of fixed length) With firmly grown 
knots.

Siberian Larch A/B
System length 1750-2950 mm, (1 layer of fixed length) With healthy knots.

With firmly grown knots, as well as open knots, isolated core allowed.

SOLID FLOOR BOARDS
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Surface treatment
Surface treatment of the pine wood can be very diverse. If you prefer  
a colour-free surface treatment we recommend using OSMO hardwax oil No. 3032 
or No. 3062. If your desire is a colourful rendition of your floor we recommended 
to apply a primer from the range of OSMO products in series OSMO transparent 
decorative wax, OSMO oil stain, or OSMO hardwax oil with colour, and after drying 
apply the traditional OSMO transparent hardwax oil No. 3032. The surface does 
not require demanding maintenance, it is simply renewable by means of the 
maintenance products OSMO COLOR. Detailed information about OSMO COLOR 
coatings can be found at address www.osmocolor.eu or ask your regional retailers 
of  branded OSMO COLOR wood coatings.

Floor strip  
solid pine 20 x 42mm
length 2.7m
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Grade Dimensions, mm  Lengths (mm) Package contents, 
pieces

A 21 x 133 2050 / 2350 4 Pieces

A long plank 21 x 133 3850 / 4450 / 5050 4 Pieces

A long plank 27 x 180 3850 / 4450 / 5050 3 Pieces

Pine A
Fixed length 2050/2350 mm and long plank 3850/4450/5050 mm. With firmly grown knots.

SOLID FLOOR BOARDS
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Pine 27 x 146 mm
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1: Nordic pine A, 15 x 111mm, NATURE colour 2: Nordic pine A, 15 x 111 mm, FOG colour 

3: Nordic pine A, 15 x 111mm, CANYON colour 4: Nordic pine A, 15 x 111mm, STONE colour

S: Nordic pine A, 15 x lllmm, DEEP FO REST 
colour 
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Spruce

SPRUCE floor 28 x 146mm  
with surface treatment OSMO transparent 
decorative wax No. 3143 Cognac and OSMO 
transparent hardwax oil No. 3032

Surface treatment

Surface treatment of the spruce wood can be very diverse. If 
you prefer a colour-free surface treatment we recommend 
using OSMO hardwax oil No. 3032 or No. 3062. If your desire is 
a colourful rendition of your floor we recommended to apply 
a primer from the range of OSMO products in series OSMO 
transparent decorative wax, OSMO oil stain, or OSMO hardwax 
oil with colour, and after drying apply the traditional OSMO 
transparent hardwax oil No. 3032. The surface does not require 
demanding maintenance, it is simply renewable by means of 
the maintenance products OSMO COLOR. Detailed information 
about OSMO COLOR coatings can be found at www.osmoco-
lor.euor ask your regional retailers of branded wood coatings 
OSMO COLOR.
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Grade Dimensions, mm  Lengths (mm) Package contents, 
pieces

A 21 x 133 2050 / 2350 4 Pieces

A long plank 21 x 133 3850 / 4450 / 5050 4 Pieces

A long plank 27 x 180 3850 / 4450 / 5050 3 Pieces

Spruce A
Fixed length 2050/2350 mm and long plank 3850/4450/5050 mm. With 
firmly grown knots.

SOLID FLOOR BOARDS
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Engineered
Flooring

Origin 
The company AU-MEX is the leading
distributor of OSMO COLOR oils in Europe. 
In 2014 AU-MEX and Ekowood had
signed the joint-venture cooperation. This connection allowed us to 
develop the best surface protection. 
A unique application of OSMO oil finishes allowed us to create exclusi-
ve collections and unique patented pigmented colours. 

Description 
The collection of European species are calm and colour-balanced hard-
wood floors, adding unforced elegance to any room. In this collection, 
you will find mainly Oak in several versions of optical processing and 
in many colour shades, including Oak floors without surface treatment 
(unfinished), which, in the case of your individual requirements, you 
can colour them exactly to suit your feelings. Also, this collection inclu-
des Beech, Ash and Walnut.

The collection of Exotic species represents beautiful wood types from 
tropical forests, which will give your home a warm, pleasantly charming 
charm. Here you will find Doussie, Burmese Teak and Merbau floors.

The Fine Season collection offers an unpredictable touch and allows 
you to bring playfulness into your living space. Finely intertwined ri-
bbons of Canadian Maple, Merbau together with Cherry and Kempas, 
or American Walnut, Ash and Cherry create a collection for a distinctive 
modern interior.

PROCESS OF LAYING THE WOOD WITH EKOLOC
G5 PROFILE

Benefits of Ekowood 

• High quality and guarantee

• Competitive prices

• Very good for underfloor heating system

• The newest clip technology - Uniclic G5 connection 

• Middle layer made from hevea

• Wide range of attractive colours

• Finishing by osmo color oil 

• Special grading method
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With a simple push, the connecting 
sides lock together, and a flexible tongue holds the slats together like a door lock.
Easy installation that doesn’t need almost any force.It is extremely fast, reliable and clean laying.
Easy to disassemble if necessary.
Tongue system EKOLOG G5 is made from a special plastic that has been tested, and negative influences 
were found that could cause damage to the connection due to climate change.Veneer thickness is 3mm

We are the 1st manufacturer to have the license to produce Ekoloc system G5, a glueless mechanical 
self-locking system.
It is the STRONGEST LOCKING ELEMENT in combination with Hevea or Pine core.
Separate flexible tongue to enable
 installation in a single action.
Reduce installation time for all boards.
Below are the new venture machines to produce Ekolog G5 profile.

 SPRUCE PINE HEVEA OAK

DESTINY KG/M³ 385 450 600 673

BRINELL HARDNESS 1,2 1,9 3,5 3,7

DILATATION OF WOOD IN %

RADIAL % 3,6 4 0,8 4

TANGENTIONAL % 7,8 7,7 1,2 7,5

LATERAL % 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5

PROCESS OF LAYING THE WOOD WITH EKOLOC
G5 PROFILE

MODERN TECHNOLOGY 5G LOCK SYSTEM
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HEVEA wood is the hardest. Therefore most resistant to static strength loads from furniture and other heavy ob-
jects.

It is clear that HEVEA wood, due to its homogeneous structure, is the most stable in all aspects, meaning that the 
floor is very stable and less vulnerable to change in temperature and humidity in the interiors. That’s why the EKO-
WOOD floor is more suitable in combination with the floor water-heating system. 

The stability of the middle layer of HEVEA 
wood is important for minimising the floor 
creaking during the walk. It is logical as 
engineered floors should consist of woods with similar 
density. Can you imagine the discomfort that could be 
caused by a floor with the middle layer made from 
spruce (density 385 kg/ m3) and a Merbau surface
 veneer (density 850-1100 kg/ m3) in 1 strip version in a
 room where temperature and humidity change?

A MIDDLE LAYER RIVAL OF ENGINEERED FLOOR

Core with pine age lines vertically 
causes the deformation of lamels.

Core with pine age lines alternating 
causes deformation of the surface.

A MIDDLE LAYER OF ENGINEERED EKOWOOD FLOOR

The first two pictures are showing possible problems of the most used middle layers from softwoods, in this case, 
pine. It is clear from the pictures that the floor’s surface can be deformed duet the softwood structures. The flaw 
can be visible only on a larger scale under a certain angle and disturbs the nice floor’s aesthetical feel. A combina-
tion of soft and hardwood causes unstable segments – especially problematic with floor heating.

IN THIS TABLE, YOU CAN SEE:
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IN THIS TABLE, YOU CAN SEE: EXOTIC COLLECTION

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

Unica transparent smooth no 3 13.5x136x1820/2130
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

Unica transparent smooth no 3 13.5x195x2200
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK

Doussie 1-strip

Merbau 1-strip

Doussie 3-strip

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

Unica transparent smooth no 3 13.5x136x1820/2130
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK
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Merbau 3-strip

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

Unica transparent smooth no 3 13.5x195x2200
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK

Teak 1-strip

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

Unica transparent smooth no 3 13.5x136x1820/2130
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK

EUROPEAN COLLECTION

Pattern Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

3-strip Classic transparent smooth no 3 13.5x195x2200
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK

Oak European 3-strip
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Ash 1-strip

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

Classic unfinished smooth no 3 13.5x136x1820/2130
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK

Oak European 1-strip

Pattern Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

1-strip 192mm Rustical transparent brushed 4V 3 13.5x192x1820/2150

G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK

1-strip 192mm Rustical light smoked 
transparent brushed 4V 3 13.5x185x1820/2130

1-strip 192mm Rustical light smoked 
white brushed 4V 3 13.5x192x1820/2150

1-strip 192mm Classic transparent brushed 4V 3 13.5x192x1820/2150

1-strip 185mm Classic white brushed 4V 3 13.5x185x1820/2150           

1-strip 185mm Classic naturel brushed 2V 3 13.5x185x1820/2150

1-strip 185mm Classic ebony brushed 2V 3 13.5x185x1820/2130

1-strip 192mm Classic graphite brushed 4V 3 13.5x192x1820/2130

1-strip 185mm Classic grey brushed 2V 3 13.5x185x1820/2130

1-strip 192mm Classic unfinished brushed 4V 3 13.5x192x1820/2150 
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Walnut American 1-strip

Ash 3-strip

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

Classic transparent smooth no 3 13.5x195x2200
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

Unica transparent smooth no 3 13.5x136x1820/2130
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK

Walnut American 3-strip

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

Unica transparent smooth no 3 13.5x195x2200
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK
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FINE SEASON COLLECTION

Species Pattern Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

SPRING fineline naturel transparent smooth no 3 13.5x195x2200
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK

Summer - Fineline (Maple,Beech,Oak)

Spring - Fineline (Maple) 

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

naturel transparent smooth no 3 13.5x195x2200
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK

Winter - Fineline (Walnut american)

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

naturel transparent smooth no 3 13.5x195x2200
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK
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Autumn - Fineline (Merbau,Cherry,Kempas)

Sunrise - Fineline (Ash)

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

naturel transparent smooth no 3 13.5x195x2200
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

naturel transparent smooth      no 3 13.5x195x2200
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK

Cherry Blossom - Fineline 

Grade Color Surface Beveling

Technical information

Th.of 
veneer 
(mm) 3 

Sizes (mm) Connection

naturel           transparent smooth no 3 13.5x195x2200
G5 
VALINGE 
CLICK
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For the floor renovation,
 the surface needs to be sanded first

Comparing other products with osmo:

Traditional Oil based 
on the coating system
• Protects wood from inside 
• It doesn’t create a layer 
• It doesn’t make any protective surface

Advantages of Oil base
• The coat penetrates the wood 
• Livens is up the wood
• It can be renovated easily and partially
• It doesn’t peel

Disadvantages of Oil 
base
• Low resistance to liquids
• Complicated maintains

Varnishing coating system, 
water base
• Protect wood from the outside
• Creates a layer
• Creates thick coating

Advantages of Water base
• The coat is on the surface of the wood 
• A good liquid resistance
• Protection against scratches
• Easy maintenance

Disadvantages of Water 
base
• Renovation is possible only after prior sanding of 

the surface
• The surface cant be partially renovated
• The coat flakes, cracks and peels
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Advantages Osmo wax and Oil base:

Wide selection of surface finishes:

• The oil penetrates into the wood, and wax creates a 

• protective surface with open pores 

• OSMO livens up the wood

• It can be easily and partially renovated 

• It doesn’t flake, crack, peel, and it has good resistance 

• to liquids

• Localised repairs are possible thanks to the OSMO surface.

• Easy maintenance.

• Resistance to water leakage of all transverse and lateral 

• sides is ensured by wax emulsion.

• Resistance to stains thanks to OSMO protection with oil vax base.

Perfect surface. It’s easy to renovate. 
It has good resistance to liquids.

• Surfaces with OSMO hard wax oil

• Without surface treatment with 
the option of individual change 
thanks to the completed range of 
OSMO floor oils and waxes. 

• Varnished surfaces

Nordic pine, 
pressure impregnation (brown) 27x143x5100
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Advantages Osmo wax and Oil base:

Wide selection of surface finishes:

Unica Grade

Classic Grade

GRADING

UNICA grade is natural, original, casual. 
Structure and colour are both soft in transition. 

Knots are allowed healthy and in-grown, and in smaller quantities, sealed knots 
are also allowed.

Structure and colour are soft at transfers.
Floors create peace in space and liveliness in balanced harmony.

Floors in the classification Classic has more natural 
characteristical features like knots, sapwood and colour differences. 
In this classification, sealed knots are also allowed in a frequency of one knot 
per salt. 
This grade is often chosen for the natural features of wood and the lively atmos-
phere it brings to the room. 
With this wood classification, you can say that you live with wood.
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AU-MEX ltd. 

Podebradska 574/40 190 00 Prague 9 - Vysocany

Tel: 00420 283 93 34 52   
Tel: 00420 608 05 24 51

 Email: export@au-mex.com
Web: www.au-mex.com

Skype: petr.hanzal12


